
SURVEY RESULTS

Questionnaire and Comments

Separate surveys were drafted for residents and clubs/organizations with a one-month window for 
responses. Most responses were done online but paper copies were also available.

Surveys emailed to residents totaled 1,431 and 656 responses were received (45.8%). Surveys mailed 
to clubs and organizations totaled 43 and 28 responses were received (65%).

Both groups felt The Gathering Place was important to the community and there was general 
satisfaction about how the building serves the community.

More than half the residents have lived in Fearrington more than six years with a large percentage 
(34%) of that group living in the Village more than 10 years. 41% of residents have been residents for 
less than five years. Residents feel The Gathering Place enhances their property value and adds resale 
value to their house. If the building capacity is exceeded 61% of respondents recommend enlarging The
Gathering Place.

Club and Organization responses indicate satisfaction in the current building’s ability to accommodate 
their group but a sizeable number of responses indicated a concern about how growth would impact use
and accessibility to The Gathering Place.

There was broad diversity in the “Comment” area with the same features seen by some as positive and 
the same features seen as negative by others. The lighting, the kitchen, appearance, the AV system and 
parking and other elements, received comments both positive and negative.

Specific comments that showed up with some frequency are addressed below:

In 2011 the tubular florescent overhead light fixtures were replaced with CFL lighting in the large 
room. Attention was given to provide good all-over lighting as well as lighting options to meet specific 
needs. Lighting was installed on the walls with two different ceiling lighting options and track lighting 
at both ends of the room. All lighting is dimmable to provide numerous choices for individual 
preferences. This was a major improvement undertaken with a lighting professional.

There were numerous complaints about the chairs being uncomfortable. The chairs are twenty-one 
years old and what was originally “high density foam” has compressed and relaxed through the years. 
Replacements are under consideration but because of our storage limits stacking chairs are all that can 
be considered and most stackables are not comfort chairs.

Hearing problems have been continually raised and appear in the negative comments. A hearing loop 
installation has been considered three times (2006, 2012 and 2016). Each time the results have been the
same. Very few residents have or know about the hearing aid telecoil that is necessary to link into a 
looping system. This may change as more people become informed about a telecoil and that will 
prompt another look at installing a looping system in the large meeting room.



An entirely new Audio-Visual system was installed in 2009. Since the AV team was established 
presentations have been successful most of the time. When there is a problem the audience assumes it 
is the system but most problems are due to other factors – a corrupted file/thumb drive, a damaged or 
Blu-ray DVD, a presenter who insists on using their own equipment and it doesn’t synch with our 
projector and an occasional thunder-storm that knocks out the equipment and it must be reset. AV 
equipment changes so fast that expense-wise it is costly to repeatedly install the ‘latest.’ Please keep in 
mind not all problems are with the existing system.

Response to each and every comment would produce a long document. On the following pages a 
summary of responses from Residents and Groups is provided. This is followed by extracts of the 
comments by residents and group/organization leaders and a list of suggestions from both surveys. 
Residents are encouraged to bring up their specific concerns at the open community meetings where 
board members can respond to specific issues.

The survey results affirm that most residents find The Gathering Place is a focal point for keeping 
Fearrington a lively, active, attractive and appealing community. Movement into the future will be slow
and carefully considered. 

In Conclusion

Most users of The Gathering Place are satisfied with the existing building and the 
accommodations for meetings but there is a concern about how future growth will 
change this picture.

This survey was an effort to communicate with all residents and hear their voices. 
It is essential to hear and know what they want and what can be reasonably 
accomplished. This will take forbearance from residents and community-wide 
involvement in any future plans. The FHA will continue to assess the use of The 
Gathering Place as it also considers and evaluates alternatives.



Residents

Summary of Survey Responses

• 59% of residents have lived in Fearrington for 6 years or more

• A sizeable number (34%) have lived here for more than 10 years

• 41% of residents have lived in Fearrington 5 years or less

• More than half of respondents knew about The Gathering Place before buying a home here but 
it didn’t strongly influence the decision to move to Fearrington

• Most (83%) feel The Gathering Place is important to life in Fearrington

• Residents feel The Gathering Place enhances property values and adds resale value to a house

• Most residents think clubs and organizations enhance a community

• Most know that volunteers are responsible for Gathering Place operation

• Half of the respondents attend only one meeting/program a month; 20% attend four or more 
times a month; 30% attend 2 or 3 times a month

• 76% of responders are very satisfied to somewhat satisfied with The Gathering Place

• 61% recommend enlarging The Gathering Place if the building capacity is exceeded

Groups

Summary of Survey Responses

• Few meetings over 100 in attendance

• Most are reasonably satisfied with facility

• Most meetings have ample seating

• Group size has not been limited 

• While some groups have experienced growth many have stayed the same size

• Many feel existing Gathering Place will meet future needs

• Not many problems getting meeting times

• Few problems with a meeting ending and the next group anxious to get in

• Very few groups meet at other locations

• No problem getting parking space

• Most groups are not concerned or unsure about how future growth will impact access to The 
Gathering Place

• Most groups feel The Gathering Place is important to community life



Group Survey 

Comments and Suggestions

(Extract)

Positive

• Essential

• Heart of the Village

• Necessary

• Makes community more attractive

Negative

• Dates not always available

• Not large enough

• Insufficient parking

• Uncomfortable seating

• A/V system is complicated, outdated, does not work

• Plain décor, not attractive

• Dirty chairs and floor

Suggestions

• Elevated stage

• A/V facilities in small conference room



SURVEY NEGATIVE COMMENTS

FROM RESIDENTS

(EXTRACT)

• Some events are crowded
• Too small, too hot, uncomfortable
• Not attractive, not inviting, shabby and cheaply put together, big ugly room
• Needs updating, looks old
• A/V system, poor, outdated, difficult, problems, move equipment
• A/C not operating to provide comfort
• Charges are excessive
• Chairs are uncomfortable
• Poor layout
• Maxed out
• Restrooms inadequate and outdated
• Our aged community has fallen behind others
• Difficult to find time slots for meetings
• Don’t like entering at front of room when meeting is in progress
• Wheelchair access difficult at front of building
• Difficult to view performers/speakers
• Lighting poor
• Hearing problems
• Kitchen appliances need to be replaced
• Oppose an assessment or dues increase
• With growth the building will be insufficient
• FHA has no influence on what is being built
• Fitch is creating growth he should pay for building
• Many day and evening hours are empty. More careful scheduling needed.
• Upgrades are low on my personal list.
• This is a self-serving survey to achieve certain end results
• I do not want my monthly fees to increase



SURVEY POSITIVE COMMENTS

FROM RESIDENTS

(EXTRACT)

• Attractive
• Clean
• Great kitchen, well stocked
• Good A/V
• Good lighting
• Chairs more comfortable than those at the Barn
• Well managed
• Fits needs of community
• Accessible, convenient, excellent location
• Congenial
• A/C functions well
• Ease of parking
• Good acoustics
• Center of life in Fearrington 
• Voting ++++
• Very important 
• Centerpiece that brings people together
• Good improvements
• Essential to my sense of the Village
• Enhances community spirit
• Builds friendships
• Well-crafted survey
• Enriches my life
• Heart of the Village
• Nothing fancy but quite functional
• An asset
• I would support a dues increase for a new or improved building



SURVEY SUGGESTIONS

FROM RESIDENTS and GROUPS

(EXTRACT)

• Need a raised platform to see performers and speakers
• Building to be used for emergency shelter
• More parking
• Use off-site locations for meetings (Galloway Ridge, the Barn, the Granary, the Roost)
• Use space behind Fearrington Cares in Fitch construction yard
• Install accordion/sliding dividers to make two smaller rooms out of large meeting room so two 

meetings can operate at the same time
• Need a ‘hang out’ place with card tables, game room, lounge area with big TV, coffee
• Buy property adjacent to Fearrington Village
• Install restroom on exterior of building
• Install radio controlled clock with second hand
• Join forces with Fearrington Cares to create a Wellness Center
• Need Fitch involvement
• Install looping system for hearing assist
• Enlarge main meeting room by extending it to the west (toward Fearrington Cares)
• More storage
• Install a sink for art classes
• Add a second floor
• Get a small tram to transport people to The Gathering Place
• Remove the kitchen and expand the large room
• Expand use of land around Swim & Croquet for both pool and GP parking
• Turn present Gathering Place over to Fearrington Cares
• Go slowly, tough economy
• Data needed to show use of building and anticipated growth of Village


